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The concepts of strategy and business models in firm internationalisation
research: towards a research agenda
Abstract
Recent research on the internationalisation of the firm has indicated that the nature of the
business model may be pivotal in understanding internationalisation processes, particularly with regard to such phenomena as born global companies or international new ventures. Indeed, going
beyond the popular variables analysed by IB scholars can be crucial in explaining not only the pace
of international expansion, but also – if not in particular – its modes and loci. In this discussion paper
we have departed from overall concepts of strategy and business models and reflected upon their
commonalities and mutual relationships. We have then transferred this discussion to the level of firm
internationalisation in order to review the usage of both concepts with regard to the international
expansion decisions. Our review indicates that some of the dimensions of both concepts, including
the operating modes, choice of products or markets, are common to both concepts. However, internationalisation appears to be an integral part of corporate-level strategy which defines the directions
of long-term firm development, including the geographic dimension. Thus, considering different geographic commitments as partly independent, one can assume that while the entire firm has a business model as a whole, there can also be varieties of business models within the same organisation,
which are a consequence of its growth, particularly internationalisation. These business models enable the implementation of the overall internationalisation strategy in different markets. Therefore,
the concept of business model in the context of firm internationalisation has to be explored at several
layers.
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1. Introduction

Firm internationalisation belongs to key research paradigms that occur within the international
business discipline (apart from such paradigms as: international enterprise, foreign direct investments, international trade, location of foreign enterprises, etc.). If the paradigm should be understood
as a set of the most important theoretical problems related to research concerning a given issue, then
in the case of the internationalisation paradigm of an enterprise, two categories should definitely be
included in the set: firm strategy and business model.
The concept of firm strategy is commonly understood as the intended action or action plan
that the company intends to implement during its operation in order to increase its competitive advantage. The strategy, according to the definition proposed by Obłój (2014, p. 4), is something that
has a fundamental impact on the survival or failure of the firm. Strategy is also understood as a set of
company behaviour in relation to dynamically changing conditions closer to the environment and
further. Business strategies are characterised by high flexibility, which enables companies to quickly
change the previously outlined action plan. The term of the firm strategy has been analysed and researched many times, making it difficult to choose one proper definition of a concept (Gorynia, 2007,
p. 30).
In contrast, the concept of a business model is an attempt to explain the patterns and ways of
operating an enterprise that enable achieving the desired goals, which are usually profit and value
enhancement. The term is a synthesis of two concepts that have a different meaning when used separately (Gołębiowski, 2008). According to Robert E. Hall and John B. Taylor (1997), the model is a
set of assumptions adopted in a chosen field of science in order to explain how to solve research
problems. The model is a hypothetical image of a simplified reality, which usually omits the elements
of the environment that are irrelevant to the phenomenon being studied. Often, the use of models
allows us to examine past phenomena and analyse those that may take place in the future (Przelakowski, 1971). Business is most often defined as one of the ways of organising resources, in a way aimed
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at achieving previously set goals. The demand side reports the demand for products and services, and
firms, using the technologies and resources available to them, strive to satisfy them. Accordingly, by
linking these two concepts, the term business model is created. In the literature on the subject, there
is a lack of unanimity both in terms of definitions as well as elements that make up the correctly
constructed model. The process of creating business models began to develop in the 1990s. At that
time, the Internet and the electronic economy began to play an increasingly important role.
While the concept of business models has been applied to firm internationalisation recently
(Hennart, 2014; Onetti, 2012; Rask, 2014), it still remains in its infancy and the related contributions
pertain to specific aspects in isolation. Hence, the objective of the paper is to determine the usefulness
of the concept of firm strategy and business models to research on firm internationalisation, and to
clarify the relationships between the concepts. The paper relies on a literature review, in which a
broad review and evaluation of both analytical concepts has been carried out, allowing to generate
directions for further research on firm internationalisation processes.
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2. Literature review
2.1 Foundations of firm strategy and business models
In management science, strategy is understood in many ways. Systematically emphasised features of understanding the concept are: defining missions, methods enabling its fulfilment, measurability, location of strategies in time and relations established with the external environment
(Doligalski, 2014, p. 20-24). Expanding the understanding of the concept, strategy in newer studies
is considered as a plan or scheme that integrates fundamental tasks in the company, defines the directions of action and behaviour logic. The correct formulation of the strategy enables effective location of resources. A well-prepared strategy also helps to react to the activities of competitors (Gorynia,
2007). Mintzberg presented a broader approach to the strategy, presenting it with the help of 5P.
According to his theory, firm strategy consists of a plan (plan), a pattern of actions (pattern), tactics
(ploy), position (position) and perspective (perspective). Mintzberg's approach is related to the concepts of organisational culture and how the company is strategically organised (Doligalski, 2014, p.
24). Hitt,, Ireland and Hoskisson depicted the strategy as an integrated and structured set of goals
and activities. These activities should be planned in a way that makes it possible to use the competencies of the firm, leading to achieving a competitive advantage (2009, p. 4, 6). Researchers additionally defined the strategy as a process in which the activities that enable above-average return of
capital are defined. In their theory, Hitt, Ireland and Hoskisson stress the importance of analysing the
environment and examining the internal conditions of the company's operations.
Porter (1996, p. 8) takes the view that strategy should lead to an increase in the competitiveness of the company and emphasize its uniqueness. According to Porter, this means deliberately
choosing a unique set of actions to deliver a unique mix of value. Porter claims that the strategy
consists of a competitive position, differentiating oneself in the eyes of the client and adding value
through a combination of activities other than those enjoyed by competitors. At this point, it is crucial
to refer to a common typology of strategies that distinguishes the firm strategy at three levels (Porter,
1980). Depending on the organisation in which the strategy is created and used, three levels can be
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distinguished. A corporate-level strategy is shaped by the top management and overlooks the activities of an organisation which deals with more than one type of business. It deals with actions taken
by the organisation as a whole and aims at defining the role of each of the various activities. With a
goal of optimising company operations, profitability and growth, corporate strategy must compare
the return of a continuing investment in the single business with the acquisition or starting up of
complementary businesses (Hitt, Ireland, Hoskinsson, 1999).
The second level of strategy is that of the Strategic Business Unit (SBU). The business strategy sets, goals, and results. The business strategy sets goals for performance, evaluates the actions of
competitors and specifies actions the company must take to maintain and improve its competitive
advantages. Typical strategies are to become a low-price leader, to achieve differentiation in quality
or other desirable features or to focus on promotion.
Finally, strategy at the functional level creates a framework for managing such functions as
finance, research and development, marketing, ecology, in accordance with the strategy of the operating unit (Mintzberg, Ahlstrand, Lampel, 1998). This strategy consists in determining how a given
function is to be implemented in order to foster the desired competitive advantage and to coordinate
a given function.
In strategy literature, some authors tend to present the firm as a value chain. This concept
assumes that the firm is a system consisting of elements connected by a network. According to Timmers (1998), in the concept of business model extends the general value chain in that it defines the
integration of its elements. Combining the concept of business architecture and the concept of the
value chain formulated by Porter (1998), Timmers (1998) stated that business models are created by
three components:


The architecture of goods and services, including the description of all parties (actors) involved in the exchange of products,



Vision of potential profit for business participants (both the demand and supply side),



Description of revenue sources.
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Obłój (2002) claims that by combining firm strategy and its implementation, it is possible to
fully use resources and skills. According to this approach, it is possible to define business models by
addressing the questions of what the business of the firm is, what resources and technologies should
the company have at its disposal so that it is possible to gradually build a competitive advantage, and
how a resource chain should be configured.
Afuah and Tucci (2003) take the position that business models implemented by enterprises
have one common denominator, they were created to bring profit in the long run. Another attempt to
explain the concept under consideration is the approach presented by Stahler (2002). In his concept,
he emphasises that the business model is a simplified picture of the current situation in a given industry. It presents the concept of the model as a tool for interpreting the basic elements of the enterprise
and allowing for planning any changes or modifications.
Stahler distinguished three elements that compose the creation of a business model:


The value offered, that is how the value of the company has to offer potential buyers of goods,



Products (offers on the market), architecture (thanks to what resources and activities is created),



The revenue model (how the company generates income).
Gołębiowski (2008) describes the business model as a configuration of four elements. First,

the value proposition for the client (material benefits, transaction cycle, relations with final consumers, benefit cost relation), secondly resources (equipment, capital, high-tech, brand) are listed, thirdly,
the position in the supply chain ( activities related to sales, marketing and production, typology of
existing links and role in the supply chain). As the fourth element Gołębiowski distinguished sources
of revenues (manufactured goods, delivered services or commercial outsourcing).
According to Ostenwalder and Pigneur (2010), the business model is a collection of elements
and relationships that enable presentation of the company's business goals. These authors have proposed that a well-designed business model should be carefully planned and include the following
areas of the company's operations:
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customer segments (an enterprise serves one or more customer segments),



value proposition (the organisation tries to satisfy the clients' needs through the value proposition),



channels (value proposition reaches customers via distribution channels, communication and
sales),



customer relationship (there are specific clients with whom the company can establish relationships),



revenue streams (revenue streams are determined by the effects of the value proposal implementation),



key resources (they include assets that are necessary to form other elements of the model)



key activities (key activities for the enterprise),



key partners (some of the activities are outsourced to partners or external companies and some
are obtained from outside the enterprise),



cost structure (each of the elements of the business model affects the structure of costs).

Based on the above review of the business model literature, an attempt can be made to formulate the conclusion that most of them are connected with business activities aimed at enhancing
financial performance, while building competitive advantage in a dynamic environment, as well as
creating value propositions for customer. The common denominators of almost all of the business
model concepts discussed here, accordingly, are three elements:
• Value proposition for the client.
• Structure of the value chain / company position in the value chain
• Sources of income
2.2 Comparison of strategy and business model concepts
Referring to the above terminological deliberations, it appears legitimate to compare and differentiate between business models and company strategies. Rokita (2005, p. 58) takes the stance
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that: "strategy is a set of decisions and appropriate approaches to businesses that aim to achieve
satisfaction of stakeholders and clients, bringing the organisation relatively lasting successes, expressed by its competitive advantage. Customer satisfaction is of key importance here as it depends
on meeting shareholders' expectations." In this definition, the model and strategy are used inseparably. The business model shows ways in which a company can achieve success and generate profit. It
also presents methods that enable you to achieve competitive advantage and customer satisfaction.
Rokita (2005) emphasises that business models define the relation of revenues and costs, which corresponds to the results model. The results model defines the structure of the sector, presenting saturation and competition within the sector, describes the economic practices of enterprises operating in
a given branch of the economy and compares the financial results achieved by the company in comparison with its competitors.
Magretta (2002) in his definition of the business model emphasises that it is a set of concepts
that condition the creation of values for all entities involved in relations with the enterprise. He also
believes that the model is "a theory that is constantly verified by the market". Therefore, the business
model is a theoretical attempt to present the enterprise environment, but its implementation must take
place in a direct relationship and be consistent with the strategy that allows the implementation of
activities. Magretta is of the opinion that strategy and business model are different. According to his
theory, the business model presents the components of the company and their mutual relations. Magretta also emphasises that for a company to succeed, it is necessary to develop a competition strategy.
In summary, according to Magretta's theory, the strategy is a complement to the business model.
Doligalski (2014), comparing two concepts, describes a business model as an image of a company captured at a given moment of analysis. On the other hand, the strategy is something dynamic,
it presents a definite time dimension and defines the direction of changes that the company will face.
The business model is easy to determine, while the strategy analysis is a long-term process, spread
over time. Doligalski (2014) also emphasises that the strategy and model are unchangeable in a short
time. He also takes the position that if the model is a simplified vision of the company, everyone has
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it. It is a different situation for strategy since there are companies which are not guided by any previously defined scheme of actions. Also Ostenwalder and Pigneur (2010) compared the business model
and strategy. According to the authors, "the business model describes the reasons behind the way in
which the organisation creates value and ensures and profits from this generated value." In combination with relevant business practices, these constituents of the business model define the type of
strategy by which the company will operate on the market.
Summing up the above discussion, both the concept of business strategies and the concept of
a business model are key concepts in management sciences, but they are often understood differently.
Doligalski (2014) is of the opinion that "the business model represents what the company is, while
the strategy describes the goals and forms and ways to achieve them by the company”. Differences
between the two concepts are summarised in Table 1. (Table 1. Here)

Analysing the approaches presented by the quoted researchers regarding the similarities and
differences between the strategy and the business model, several conclusions can be made. When
emerging the relationship between the two concepts, it is worth applying the similarity criterion.
(Figure 1. Here)
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Firm strategy and business model cover other areas of activity (Fig.1 situation A). Doligalski
(2014) analysing the relationships between the two concepts, takes the position that strategy is different from the business model, however, he clearly stressed that some approaches to defining strategy as a concept may coincide with the term business model. He also takes the position that the
strategy reflects the desired target state, while the business model describes the current way of operation.
The subordination of firm strategy to the business model (Fig.1 situation B). The second approach concerns the theory that assumes, as a consequence, that the strategy is part of the business
model. Magretta (2002)presents a theory in which he emphasises that having a coherent business
model does not guarantee the company's success. The business model, understood as a system, describes the components of the company's activities and their mutual relations. The guarantee of success is having a competition strategy that defines ways to overcome rivals within the sector. In summary, Magretta defined the strategy as a complement to the business model. Stahler (2002) emphasises in his concept that the business model is a simplified picture of the current situation in the given
industry. It presents the concept of the model as a tool for interpreting the basic elements of the
company and allowing for planning any changes or modifications. It also contains a strategy that is
necessary in the process of striving to achieve a competitive advantage. According to the theory presented by Gołębiowski (2008), the strategy is part of the model. The business model presents general
assumptions according to which a company's competition strategy is created. A similar position was
presented by Osterwalder, and Pigneur (2005). According to its theory, a business model can be understood as a conceptual relationship between strategy, business organisation and business systems.
The company's strategy is superior to the business model (Fig.1 situation C). The third approach concerns theories that assume that the strategy is part of the business model. Obłój (2002)
emphasises in his theory that if a business model assumes value creation, profit is not always equivalent to the assumed one. It also indicates the direct relationship between the strategy and its practical
implementation, based on the concept of the value chain. He takes the position that the business model
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combines elements of strategy together and is part of it. Afuah (2004), presents a theory in which
emphasises the superiority of the strategy towards the business model of strategic units (SUB). He
also claims that business models contain strategies relating directly to the SUB.
The concepts of the company's strategy and business model are interchangeable (Fig.1 situation D). Such an extreme position was presented by Porter (2001) who denied the value of the concept
of the business model. His theory, widely regarded as misleading or omitted, because the concept of
a business model would be unnecessary. Most researchers accuse him of misunderstanding the business model as a business model. Porter's approach is unique and the only one that rejects the existence
of a business model.
Business model definitions are required that clearly identify and distinguish what is strategy,
and what is the business model. Doligalski (2015) underlined that ‘‘a business model is not a strategy’’. Strategy and the business model intervene at various levels of the business decision process.
Strategy belongs to an upper level, since it selects the business/businesses where to compete (corporate strategy) and defines how to position for each of them (business strategy). The business model
logically is presented at operational level, since it defines how to execute the strategy, representing
the firm’s underlying core logic and strategic choices. Stahler (2002) expresses this point effectively:
‘‘emphasises in his concept that the business model is a simplified picture of the current situation in
the given industry.’’, while Osterwalder and Pigneur (2002) define the business model as ‘‘the conceptual and architectural implementation of a business strategy’’. By excluding strategy from the
defining elements of the business model and without using excessively general elements which are
difficult to specify, the terms are more clearly explained. The conducted research provides the findings that the business model and business strategy are different, though somewhat similar objects of
scientific exploration. Their combined use potentially allows better understanding of business operations and their performance.
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3. The suitability of the business model concept in explaining firm internationalisation
3. 1. Internationalisation strategy and its dimensions
Welch and Luostarinen (1988, p. 36) define internationalisation as “the process of increasing
involvement in international operations”. Given the organisational and environmental complexity,
which increases with the extension of a firm's international activities (Verbeke, Li & Goerzen 2009),
it seems legitimate to adopt a more holistic definition of internationalisation as firms adapt various
aspects of their operations (strategy, structure, resources, etc.) to the international setting (Calof &
Beamish, 1995). Hence, internationalisation should not be regarded only from the perspective of entering new foreign markets, but – more comprehensively – of devising a strategy for developing and
managing international operations. And yet, the choice of foreign operation modes has remained the
predominant object of analysis in IB literature (Calof ,1993; Fletcher, 2001). This seems understandable given that the initial mode choice is critical to establishing the basis for further foreign market
penetration (Benito & Welch 1994; Welch & Luostarinen, 1988). Since market entry modes are a
determinant of resource commitment to a foreign market, they are a relevant strategy dimension in
managing the international involvement.
However, the dimension of operating modes cannot fully reflect the internationalisation process, since a partial increase or withdrawal in terms of operating modes might not be indicative of the
overall exposure to cross-border operations (Turner & Gardiner, 2007). A substitution of the changed
operating mode through other modes or the transfer of resources to other countries can increase the
international market share (Chetty, 1999). Thus, the analysis of international strategy should also
include decisions about the extension of the geographical scope of operations (Welch & Luostarinen,
1988). According to the process approach, internationalisation follows an incremental pattern from
geo-culturally close to more distant markets (Johanson & Vahlne, 2009; Andersen, 1993). Thereby,
companies can allocate their resources over a limited number of markets or follow a strategy of market diversification. However, the strategy of diversification can lead to a decrease of the number of
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markets in the long run, as a result of re-concentration and exit from less profitable markets in the
international portfolio (Cairns et al. 2008). A fast rate of expansion can result in a limited managerial
attention, thus exposing entrants to mistakes in the market choice and resulting in subsequent deinternationalisation (Ayal & Zif ,1979; Bamberger & Upitz, 2007).
International firms can offer different products, depending on the decisions about their product-market combinations (Bamberger & Delic, 2010). However, many studies on foreign expansion
do not account for the fact that distinct product divisions of a single company can in fact follow
separate internationalisation paths.. Internationalisation can be initiated not only on the corporate
level, but also on the level of strategic business units, offering different product lines and thus constituting separate decision centres within the corporate network (Forsgren & Johanson, 1992). Previous research has emphasised synergies between product diversification and international diversification in determining firm performance, as product diversity can be a source of enhanced managerial
capacities, efficient structure and better governance (Hitt, Hoskisson & Kim, 1996). On the other
hand, it can be expected that decisions concerning the growth or contraction of product divisions of
the parent firm can also affect the diversification of international markets, in which they operate.
Furthermore, while the operating modes within one foreign market and for one given product
unit might remain constant, the extent of value added by a foreign venture can vary. A wholly-owned
subsidiary can carry out different activities along the value chain. Moreover, in a particular country,
different entry modes can be used by a company to handle different parts of the value chain (Benito,
Petersen & Welch, 2009). Changes in foreign governance of value adding activities can be seen from
a global strategy perspective, depending on decisions concerning an international concentration or
dispersion of activities (Porter, 1986). This can result from critical success factors of the company’s
industry, ranging between the need for global integration of value activities and the increase of operating efficiency, and the need for local responsiveness and adaptation to the local market environment
(Bartlett, 1986; Prahalad & Doz, 1987).
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Finally, the rising complexity of international activities requires firms to integrate differentiated parts of the entire system (Jarillo & Martinez, 1991). The strength of integration of international
involvements into the corporate network can express itself in the interdependence of resources and
responsibilities between the units of a multinational corporation (Harzing, 2000). As companies internationalise and become more diverse, the flows of goods, resources and information among organisational units need to be coordinated (Bartlett & Ghoshal, 1987). Companies can develop mechanisms to coordinate the differentiated and interdependent organisational units, along several dimensions, such as centralisation, based on formal authority and hierarchical mechanisms (Bartlett &
Ghoshal, 1989), formalisation of decision-making through bureaucratic mechanisms, such as formal
systems, rules and procedures, as well as normative integration, relying on shared values and objectives (Gupta & Govindarajan, 1991). However, the analysis of international operations should be
further enhanced by incorporating the network approach to embrace the external relationships of a
firm. According to this view, the network of customers, competitors, suppliers and other actors in
international markets plays a crucial role in achieving the firm's long-term goals (Johanson &
Mattson, 1988). Chetty and Blankenburg-Holm (2000) regard internationalisation as a process driven
by the creation of relationships with network partners in new foreign markets, through increasing
commitment to extant foreign networks and through integrating positions in networks in different
foreign markets.
Clearly, one should note that there are important interrelationships between the said dimensions of internationalisation, which have recently been discussed in international management and
international entrepreneurship literature. The strategic-thinking approach emphasises the links between a firm's strategic orientation and its internationalisation patterns, processes and pace. Bell,
Crick and Young (2004) found important differences between the internationalisation processes of
knowledge-intensive and traditional manufacturing SMEs, the latter being involved in foreign mar-
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kets from the very beginning of their operations, relying on foreign networks to a larger extent, entering a larger number of export markets with new global offerings (Hagen, Zuchchello Cerchiello
and de Giovanni, 2012).
One must note that the dimensions of the internationalisation strategy of the firm have mostly
been discussed in isolation from each other, with few attempts at linking them holistically and exploring their combinations which may form certain strategic profiles or archetypes. Cerrato, Crosato
& Depperu (2016) propose that the degree of internationalisation of a firm also includes an attitudinal
component, which is represented by top management’s international orientation. In fact, top management’s experiential, motivational, and attitudinal resources deeply affect the internationalisation process of a firm (Escriba-Esteve, Sanchez-Peinado, & Sanchez-Peinado, 2008). Specifically, international orientation positively correlates with the extent of top management’s international experience,
as management’s overseas experience plays a role in affecting a firm’s predisposition to future international activities (Zucchella, Palamara, & Denicolai, 2007).
Further, the internationalisation of a firm’s business network is another key dimension, as this
dimension affects the range of opportunities a firm can access and the resources and competencies it
can leverage in its international activities. The inclusion of this component reflects the shift from a
traditional view that looks at internationalisation essentially in terms of the amount of a firm’s resources and assets allocated abroad to a perspective emphasising the importance of a firm’s network
for its foreign activities (Bjorkman & Forsgren, 2000). According to the network approach to internationalisation, relationships primarily drive international business opportunities and decisions, thus
enabling firms to leverage critical external resources (Chetty & Wilson, 2003). In particular, networking plays a highly important role for small firms, as they may exploit networks to mitigate the limitations due to their size or limited experience (Zou & Stan, 1998). Finally, the internationalisation of
firms takes place not only in the area of production, but also involves a financial dimension based on
the type of investors that firms consider (Hassel et al., 2003). Internationalisation should therefore be
evaluated also as to how a company internationalises its financing or ownership structure.
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To sum up the above discussion, the internationalisation of a firm implies changes along several dimensions. Thus, defining a firm's international footprint merely in terms of its international
sales or the number of foreign direct investments would therefore present a simplified image. For
instance, not only the number, but also the geographic-cultural distance of countries should be considered, as more distant markets are argued to increase the firm's internationalisation degree (Kutschker & Bäurle, 1997). Moreover, the presence in a given foreign market will differ in terms of the
realised value chain modules, such as purchasing, R&D, manufacturing, logistics and sales. It has
been suggested that the extent and diversity of foreign added value activities also determine the internationalisation degree (Kutschker, 1994). It was further underlined that - since an increased internationalisation requires an enhanced integration of the whole company - a higher mutual interdependence and intensity of resource flows between subsidiaries, as well as a higher unification of shared
values, norms and beliefs imply a higher degree of firm internationalisation (Kutschker, 2002).
One can argue that depending on the development stage of a company, emphasis will shift
between the above discussed dimensions. Therefore, following the classification of Ringlstetter and
Skrobarczyk (1994), three successive maturity stages of firm internationalisation can be distinguished, starting from the internationalisation of the product-market strategy, through the internationalisation of value activities, to the most advanced stage of internationalisation of the organisation, in
which more or less autonomous parts of the international network need to be integrated into the corporation.
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3.2. Firm internationalisation and business models
While there have been several attempts to analyse internationalisation strategy in its different
dimensions (as outlined above), the concept of business models was applied to firm internationalisation less often. Hennart (2014) argues that it is the business model of the firm that can drive and
explain international expansion. Specifically, he attempted to show that the business model used by
the so called international new ventures and born globals, namely the product they sell, how they sell
it, and to whom, is pivotal in explaining why they sell quickly to customers in many countries. This
explicit consideration of different aspects of the business model in firm internationalisation is rare,
although the relevance of industry-specific factors has long been acknowledged. Taylor & Jack
(2016), for instance, argue that in industries with high levels of global integration and international
competition, the pace of born global internationalisation is determined by the firm’s need to survive
rather than to meet entrepreneurial aspirations. Onetti et al. (2012) are arguably the first ones to criticize the business model literature for overlooking the geographical dimension. They argue that strategy belongs to an upper level, since it selects the business/businesses where to compete (corporate
strategy) and defines how to position for each of them (business strategy). The business model logically is presented at operational level, since it defines how to execute the strategy, representing the
firm’s underlying core logic and strategic choices.
In this context, Rask (2014) links firm internationalisation to the stream of business model
innovation (BMI). He recalls that the business model answers the “what” question (products on offer),
the “how” question (How to create value related to the product) and the “who” question (related to
customers and their needs, and the suppliers assisting in the value creation process). Since business
model innovation is not about product innovation, the two basic how and who questions remain valid.
At this juncture one can note that, in line with the discussion in the preceding sections, there are
conceptual overlaps in the dimensions of internationalisation strategy and business model. For instance, Hagen & Zucchella (2014) point to the relevance of a business idea and strategy on the basis
of which a company identifies and exploits a market opportunity, organises its value chain, selects
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areas to be internationalised, and defines unique ways to reach potential customers. Extant research
indicates that rapid internationalisation is frequently related to the realisation of a niche strategy,
which implies introducing specialised products, innovative marketing strategies and enhanced product and service quality (Mudambi and Zahra, 2007).
We argue that in the context of firm internationalisation, the presence of apparent overlaps in
the dimensions of internationalisation strategy raised in extant literature, as well as the dimensions of
business models, shifts analytical attention from a mechanic comparison of the two concepts to a
more profound analysis of their relationships and the role which business models play for firm internationalisation. In fact, in line with the multidimensional process of firm internationalisation, the
coordination of firm-specific assets must be managed across several countries by means of a possible
variety of relevant business modes (Onetti et al., 2012). In the ensuing sections we discuss several
predominant perspectives in existing literature on business models and internationalisation.
As discussed earlier, the distinguishing characteristic of a business model is the way in which
the type of product or service is linked to a particular group of customers using a specific communication and delivery method. Bouncken et al. (2015) argue that the distinctive characteristic of firms
realising foreign sales from the very outset may pertain to differences in their business models per
se, as well as their ability to adapt them to foreign markets. In contrast to other common internationalisation theories, the business model approach focuses on the holistic view of the firm’s core activities in which business model innovation plays a pivotal role to gain competitive advantages. In the
same vein, Johansson & Abrahamsson (2014) demonstrate that in particular three interrelated capabilities to manage business model innovation are pivotal in the context of born global firms: sensing
capabilities, entrepreneurial capabilities and relational capabilities. In a follow-up study, Abrahamsson, Boter & Vanyushyn (2015) also show that INVs engage in networking and international
collaborations for innovation to a higher degree than non-INVs. INVs leverage various international
partnerships for pursuing its international competitiveness through innovation. Interestingly, this behavior continues to be significant as the INV grows and matures overtime. Likewise, Abrahamsson,
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Boter & Vanyushyn (2016) also demonstrate that INVs are more likely to innovate externally oriented
elements of their business model and that the propensity for doing so is higher in more technology
and knowledge-intensive industries. Zucchella et al. (2016) focus particularly on the customer relationship side of the business model, arguing that the realisation of a niche strategy facilitates scaling
up the niche internationally through the horizontal micro segmentation of global markets, targeting a
narrow group of customers dispersed in different countries and leveraging on their similarities.
Another group of scholars shifts attention from specific dimensions and their facilitating effects on international expansion to overall business models of internationalising firms, which have
different implications for the shape of international operations. Onetti et al. (2012) and Bouncken et
al. (2015) propose that business models of internationalising firms can be essentially discussed along
the dimension of focus (which activities to perform), locus (where to allocate how much of these
activities), and modus (to what extent these activities are performed alone or in cooperation, how
much technology- or capital-intensive they are, etc.). Based on such categorisation, Rask (2014) proposes several types of business models with regard to the role of internationalisation of downstream
(e.g. sales) and upstream (e.g. production) activities. Domestic-based business models are used by
domestic ventures only. Even though the firm acts in a domestic context, its products and services
can be sold internationally through other firms such as export houses and similar indirect sales channels. Firms with an import-based business model seek sales opportunities in the domestic market and
rely on the global supply market, which, for example, is often the case for domestic supermarket
chains. The export-based business model is the inverse of the import-based business model. Export
firms concentrate their resources locally, exporting their goods to international markets where they
can earn a higher profit than by selling them on the domestic market. Like importers, exporters’ demand and supply-market knowledge offers them competitive advantages through their ability to spot
and act on emerging opportunities. The export-based business model is the business model that most
of the export marketing literature focuses on. Finally, the semi-global business model features the
characteristics of both the import and the export-based business models.
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In a similar vein, McQuillan & Scott (2015) identify and characterize four business model
types: Multiple Local – identifying market based international customers; Global – identifying global
customers; Niche Global – identifying global customers within a specific industry sector; and Local
to Global – identifying initially domestic customers and leapfrogging to regional or global customers
thereafter. They also demonstrate that professional service firms use multiple business models to
internationalize. By substantiating how they combine their dominant and secondary business models,
these authors surface new insights into how they manage multiple combinations of activities during
the process.
Early and rapid internationalisation can also be based on expanding into new countries via the
repeated application of a specific business model (Dunford et al. 2010). The said authors find that the
emerging venture’s beliefs as to the key features of its new business model will be more akin to
‘working hypotheses’: clarity will increase with each subsequent ‘roll-out’ in foreign markets. Consequently, the design of the business model and its application co-evolves in an initial ‘clarification’
process, producing a clearer sense of its core elements. Further, each individual country operations
conform to the basic business model principles but adapt to their local market environment. The dynamic nature of business model replication may also involve foreign subsidiaries being innovative in
experimenting with new processes or products that were ‘optional’ to the core business model. According to this research, the pace of business model evolution is contingent on the effective transfer
of accumulated learning across the global network of subsidiaries and the ‘co-option’ of ideas originating in one country into other’s operations.
While there have been efforts to explore the links between business models and firm internationalisation, less attention has been paid to the effects of business model choices on international
performance. Among the very few attempts in this regard, Kraus et al. (2017) show that business
model design matters to international firm performance and the business model design of born global
companies tends to be more efficiency-centered. Having an efficiency-centered business model de-
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sign is positively associated with the born global’s international performance. However, more research in this regard is warranted, in particular with relation to the performance effects of different
aspects of business models of internationalising firms.

4. Conclusions and recommendations for further research
Among extant research, Hennart’s (2014) call for considering the nature of the business model
in explaining accelerated internationalisation processes was one of the most important ones, raising
a recent debate and a series of empirical studies reviewed here. Indeed, going beyond the popular
variables analysed by IB scholars is pivotal to explaining not only the pace of international expansion,
but also – if not in particular – its modes and loci. In this discussion paper we have departed from
overall concepts of strategy and business models and reflected upon their commonalities and mutual
relationships. We have then transferred this discussion to the level of firm internationalisation in order
to review the usage of both concepts with regard to the international expansion decisions. Our review
indicates that some of the dimensions of both concepts, including the operating modes, choice of
products or markets, are common to both concepts. However, internationalisation appears to be an
integral part of corporate-level strategy which defines the directions of long-term firm development,
including the geographic dimension. Thus, considering different geographic commitments as partly
independent, albeit interdependent, one can assume that while the entire firm has a business model
as a whole, there can also be varieties of business models within the same organisation, which are a
consequence of its growth, particularly internationalisation. These business models enable the implementation of the overall internationalisation strategy in different markets. Therefore, the concept of
business model in the context of firm internationalisation has to be explored at several layers. This
fact leads to several observations with regard to existing research and the implications for further
research efforts.
Firstly, among the reviewed studies there have been a number of papers devoted to how the
business models can facilitate internationalisation. While the consideration of specific operational
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aspects behind firm internationalisation can indeed enrich our repertoire of variables and enhance our
understanding of firm decisions, leading to more insightful findings, the bulk of attention has been
paid to rapid internationalisation processes, including born globals or international new ventures.
There have been no studies exploring the links between the overall business model and the internationalisation patterns of firms following more traditional approaches to internationalisation, as well
as firms of different size and age than merely fast internationalising, smaller and younger firms. While
the latter are indeed an interesting object of inquiry, the notion of business models is of universal
character and can thus contribute to our understanding of firm internationalisation as such, not merely
its peculiar forms. Thus, using established (or developing new) conceptualisations of business models
and applying them to firms with different characteristics and from several industries (low, mid and
high tech) can generate promising findings in relation to which dimensions of the business models
are particularly important to explaining differences across firms in their pace, locations, modes of
entry and extent of networking. To this end, large-scale studies with in-depth questions pertaining to
the business models and to different internationalisation decisions seem warranted in order to shed
light on the said linkages, by providing a series of econometric analyses. On top of that, it seems
equally legitimate to recur to a comparative case study analysis with sampling based on the maximal
contrast approach, which would enable scholars to deepen the understanding of diverse, vastly different business models and the place of internationalisation therein, preparing ground for further
quantitative investigations.
Conversely, one may expect an opposite relationship to be equally relevant from the point of
view of organisational evolution, i.e. the extent and manner in which the internationalisation of a
firm’s can affect the business model of the firm. As the competitive landscape changes dramatically,
firms face the challenge of reassessing their portfolio of industry-related and geographic activities
and deciding which ones to discontinue and which ones to continue. This process may induce changes
in the overall business model, however it requires that intra-organisational learning is facilitated. The
question of factors facilitating the transfer of learnings from international commitments which can
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modify the overall strategic orientation of the company, as well as its overarching business model,
can be a promising avenue for further research. Also, the matter of whether the changes in the business model are generated organically or stem from cooperation with international partners (e.g. new
partnerships to perform certain value-adding activities can per se mean a change in the business
model, or foreign partners can be a source of good practices for optimising the business model). From
a methodological point of view, longitudinal studies looking at whether or not firms change their
business model following different international entries during their life-cycle would be instructive.
Since the concept of business model also applies at the level of single international ventures,
a valid question arises as to the adaptation of business models to foreign market conditions. Jonsson
& Foss (2011) regard replication of the existing business model as a crucial driver to internationalisation, however it is known from research on international marketing that under the influence of
certain contingency factors related to the foreign market environment, as well as the focal firm’s and
its product’s characteristics, the adaptation of market strategy can lead to higher performance. While
the bulk of related research has recurred to concepts from marketing strategy, the concept of business
model – leaving apart the discussion about the superiority of strategy over business model and vice
versa – can be useful framework allowing to refine the understanding of adaptation decisions and
their implications for the company.
Further, as it has been noted in our paper, some authors stress that firms can maintain several
business models as they growth, which results from their rising sectoral and spatial complexity. This
aspect can be an interesting enhancement to the predominant focus on overall business models of
internationalising firms, as it raises questions as to the motivations to replicate or modify the core
business model in new international contexts. Moreover, it can be also fruitful to study the extent to
which the co-existence of different business models within the organisation can contribute to changes
in the main business model, or whether and how it does affect business model design upon new
market entries, i.e. whether and how the new business model can effectively draw from previous
implementation experiences for companies opting for a co-evolutionary approach and – in contrast –
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for the ones which focus on replicating their business model due a variety of factors. Thus, the context
of international expansion and the complexity which it carries can be useful for enriching general
research on business model co-existence and co-evolution.
Finally, internationalisation research can also contribute to the stream on business model innovation, as the internationalisation of a firm’s operations can be regarded as an organisational innovation in itself. A business model innovation requires a firm to timely and effectively identify and
anticipate relevant developments in its constantly changing environment. The initiative to innovate
an established business model has been identified as highly challenging due to its complexity and a
range of barriers, particularly widespread inertia. The understanding of how internationalisation can
inspire changes in the business model can be a promising step in this regard.

Table 1. Comparison of firm strategy and business model concepts
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Firm strategy

Business model

Answers the question: What is the purpose of the

It is a simplified image of the company and an-

company and how can it be achieved?

swers the question: What is the company?

It is created in relation to other entities from the

It concerns the interior of the enterprise

company's environment
It refers to the positioning and competitive ad-

It focuses on the created economic value

vantage achieved by the company
It is characterised by flow marks

He has signs of state

It applies to the time dimension and provides for

It is the image of an organisation captured at a

the direction of changes

given moment

Observed through consistency (hardly observable) Easy to see and define

Source: own study based on (Doligalski, 2014).

Figure. 1. Relationships between the business model and the firm strategy
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Source: Own study.
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